






Walking catchment analysis results include: 

 

o Harbour View impact:  

The additional distance for Harbour View residents is largely offset by reduced waiting times to cross 

SH2 with the Melling interchange in place.  

- Option 1: This option does not include any additional connections to the Harbour View. 

Whilst the proposed Melling Interchange is closer to the Harbour View than the current 

crossing, there is an increase of approximately 4 minutes by foot due to the relocated 

station. Option 1 reduces the total population in Harbour View within walking distance by 

approximately 470 people. 

- Option 2: The proposed Harbour View connection results in a large reduction in walking time 

and distance compared to Option 1 whilst also more than offsetting the reduction in the 

walking catchment resulting from the station relocation. Compared to the existing situation, 

Option 2 shows only a small increase in walking distance (64m), but critically, no increase in 

walking time when the reduced waiting times to cross SH2 with the Melling Interchange in 

place are taken into account.  

- Option 3/3A: Walking times and distances are the same as Option 2, but the population 

within walking catchment increases between the two, as a result of the City View Grove link. 

• Based on the population catchment impacts, census train journey to work data, 

potential school other off-peak shopping train trips, connection usage is likely to 

be in the range of 55-110 daily trips to and from the railway station7.  

o Tirohanga impact:  

- All three future options showed a negative impact of the station move to residents of 

Tirohanga, with increased walking distances to the station. The increase in walking distance 

is a direct result of the station move, with potential additional network connection options 

over SH2 having no impact to this area. Additional walking time is expected to be 

approximately 4 minutes for Tirohanga. 

- The proposed Melling station remains the closest station for Tirohanga.  

 

o Increased access to the Lower Hutt CBD and Bus Services 

- Points of interest within the CBD with improved accessibility (i.e. now within a 10-12 minute 

walk or less) of the station include; Hutt City Council, Dowse Art Museum and High Street. 

- These points of interest become more easily accessible to western hills residents with the 

additional connections proposed in Options 2 and 3/3A.  

- Forecast non-rail demand from Harbour View to the CBD, based on increased connectively 

is difficult to quantity due to the hilly nature of the suburb, distance to the CBD and schools, 

limited accessibility of the route due to grade (limiting cyclists, scooters and mobility 

impaired users) and the fact that a current, albeit longer, route exists.  

- However, it is considered that any demand is likely to be similar to the trips generated to and 

from the Railway Station, giving an additional connection usage of 55-110 daily trips. This 

would account for both trips to CBD points of interest as well as school trips. 

o Future Catchment Impacts:  

- Multi-storey development along waterfront “The Promenade” is planned as part of Hutt 

City’s Making Places strategy. The Promenade would include restaurants, cafes and medium 

density apartments, all of which would be located within 5-10 minutes’ walk of both the 

Margaret St Bridge, the relocated Melling Station and the Hutt CBD.  

- Hutt City Council estimates an additional 2,6008 new residents based on a medium growth 

scenario over the next 20 years as a result of the Promenade development. 

- As a result, all options considered will significantly increase the population within walking 

distance of the new station. The additional connections outlined in Options 2 and 3 in 

particular would also allow for easier access to the Promenade’s highly desirable amenities 

for Western Hills residents.  

                                                           
7 Forecasted trips have been estimated based on; converting total population catchment estimates from GIS analysis to 

employed population based on Normandale census data (60%) and then adjusting for census journey to work by train 

mode share for  Normandale (10% - existing/low) with the upper end based on Waterloo (20% by train). A further scaling 

factor of 3 was applied to factor up peak hour to daily trips to rail (i.e. AM, PM with some IP shopping/study usage) and 

account for some school age rail trips. The estimates are therefore daily overbridge trips and not rail patronage.  
8 The Riverside Promenade – Building the Future Business Case, Hutt City Council, 2017 









3 Summary 

As part of RiverLink, the NZ Transport Agency is investigating improvements to the Melling intersection. However, 

all short-listed Melling interchange options would require the station to be moved to enable the interchange to 

operate safely and efficiently. As part of the station re-location, the impacts of providing additional pedestrian 

connections from the station across SH2 to Harbour View Road have been investigated. 

  

• Three future network options have been analysed alongside the existing network: 

o Option 1:  The first network includes the station relocation, interchange development and the 

additional Margaret St footbridge. This option has no additional connections over SH2 for the 

Western Hills suburbs.  

o Option 2: The second network includes all the improvements of the first option with an additional 

pedestrian connection over SH2 to Harbour View Road. This additional connection provides a 

much quicker route to the station, and Hutt CBD, for residents of Harbour View.  

o Option 3 and 3A: The third network includes all improvements of the second option with an 

additional connection to City View Grove. Whilst this does not impact the walking distances or 

times shown in Table 2-1, the population increase within walking catchment of the new station 

does increase.  

 

• The additional pedestrian connections from the station to Harbour View were found to have the following 

impacts: 

o Harbour View impact:  

The additional distance for Harbour View residents is largely offset by reduced waiting times to cross 

SH2 with the Melling interchange in place.  

- Option 1: This option does not include any additional connections to the Harbour View. 

Whilst the proposed Melling Interchange is closer to the Harbour View than the current 

crossing, there is an increase of approximately 4 minutes by foot due to the relocated 

station. Option 1 reduces the total population in Harbour View within walking distance by 

approximately 470 people. 

- Option 2: The proposed Harbour View connection results in a large reduction in walking time 

and distance compared to Option 1 whilst also more than offsetting the reduction in the 

walking catchment resulting from the station relocation. Compared to the existing situation, 

Option 2 shows only a small increase in walking distance (64m), but critically, no increase in 

walking time when the reduced waiting times to cross SH2 with the Melling Interchange in 

place are taken into account.  

- Option 3 and 3A: Walking times and distances are the same as Option 2, but the population 

within walking catchment increases.  

- Based on the journey to work data, connection usage is likely to be in the range of 55-110 

daily trips to and from the railway station. 

 

o Increased access to the Lower Hutt CBD and Bus Services 

- Points of interest within the CBD which would become walkable with an SH2 overbridge from 

Harbour View include; Hutt City Council, Dowse Art Museum and High Street. 

- With Riverlink, the additional connections outlined in Options 2 and 3 in particular would also 

allow for easier access to the proposed Promenade. 

- A further 55-110 daily trips could be expected based on increased connectivity between 

Harbour View to the CBD, due to increased walking trips to both school and CBD points of 

interest. 

 

• Based on the Pedestrian and Planning Guidelines, stairs will be required for Option 2 and Option 3/3A as 

the average gradients for the alignments are higher than 8%.  

 

• All options would traverse HCC land including Jubilee Park (identified as a General Recreation area in the 

HCC District Plan) and therefore are likely to require additional authorisations or approvals; however, there 

is unlikely to be any property acquisition costs. Option 3 (and 3A) will have property acquisition costs 

based on the proposed alignments to connect to City View Grove, ranging from $70,000 to $1.4M, 

depending on the extent of acquisition required.  



• Rough order cost estimates for providing the additional pedestrian connections into Harbour View range 

from $2.1M for Option 2 to maximum of $4.2M for Option 3, including property purchase. 

 

• If opportunities around the gantry are realised, this could reduce the total cost by up to $0.6M (noting that 

the actual savings would depend on the incremental upgrade cost of turning a gantry structure into a 

pedestrian overbridge). 

 

• One of the investment objectives of the Melling intersection improvements is “The quality of infrastructure 

constrains access to alternative modes and leads to unnecessary car travel between SH2 and Lower Hutt 

at Melling”.  Provision of an additional pedestrian crossing over SH2 would strongly align with this objective. 

 

Based on the increased catchment, potential to attract over 200 daily trips, the ability to share costs with the 

gantry, the ability to reduce the walking time impacts of moving the Railway Station and the alignment with 

the Melling investment objectives.  

 

It is recommended that further detailed investigation into the feasibility of providing improved pedestrian 

connections into Harbour View is undertaken – including costs, property acquisition, connection details 

(feasibility of stairs) and consenting requirements. 

 

 

 
















